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Abstract 

The act of terrorism is a widely discussed topic. How it is conducted as well as how it is 

countered. A term not so often discussed is the changes we have seen within the field itself, 

one example being the theory brought about by Peter R. Neumann. This theory is known as 

Older & Newer Terrorism which divides the terrorism of old with the type of terrorism 

nowadays. The theory indicates a shift in the structure, aim and methods of terrorist 

organizations. This being from a hierarchical, nationalist/Marxist way with attacks aimed at 

legitimate targets towards a networked and transnational structure which is religiously 

inspired and makes use of mass-casualty attacks against civilians. With that aim the thesis 

seeks to put the theory to the test using the Nordic Resistance Movement (NRM), and 

determine whether or not it holds up to the test of time. It shows that the theory has some 

struggle with defining the NRM as a terrorist organization which would operate under the 

Newer Terrorism term. This in turn leads to the questions of whether or not the theory is 

flawed in some way, or that the NRM simply should be considered an old terrorist 

organization. 
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1. Introduction 

Terrorism is a widely discussed topic in modern times, be that by scholars or by the public at 

large. It is printed by our newspapers, broadcasted on our TVs and in our radios. However the 

topic in and off itself is not as clear as it may seem. Not only is the term terrorism hotly 

disputed, it is also a highly complex phenomenon in general. Not to mention that terrorism 

has seen changes over the past few decades if not centuries, going from what was seen as 

anarchic terrorism to what we now know as religious terrorism. This can be argued as some 

of the reasons why the term is so complicated and varies so much as a concept. As it is said 

that terrorism as a term has ties back to the French revolution and the Reign of Terror it has 

quite a lineage with different definitions depending on which time frame it was used in 

(Hoffman, 2006; 1-6). Another more recent trend within terrorism is how terrorists have 

made use of globalization to further themselves and their agenda. This is something which 

have made it easier for terrorist organizations to work together, share information and reach 

out to previously unavailable audiences. Peter R. Neumann much articulates a similar view 

and points out that terrorism now has gone transnational, reaching audiences abroad and not 

only in the area which they are mainly operating in. The terrorist organizations now more 

than ever works much more in the virtual space, with a much more social structure of 

connections rather than the old hierarchical structure seen in the terrorist organizations of old 

(Neumann. 2009; 2-4). This has led to the claim of a so called split within the terrorism 

studies, speaking of an older and newer terrorism in which the two differ in their structure, 

aims and method. As mentioned, globalization has made terrorism more transnational, 

reaching audiences further away and thus making it more networked rather than the 

hierarchical structure of old. The aims have also shifted, it is no longer Marxist, nationalistic 

or anarchical as it has been in the past. It is now also considered to be religiously inspired. 

Finally there has also been a change in method which can be seen by tallying up the death 

count. Newer terrorism almost seems to specifically target civilian population and make use 

of mass-casualty attacks (Neumann, 2009; 14-28). With methods and aims such as that, most 

people draw parallels between terrorism and the rise of the radical Islamist movements such 

as Al-Qaeda or the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS). It is not illegitimate to assume that 

just these two have been most frequent in the media over the last years, not to mention since 

the September 11th Attacks orchestrated by Al-Qaeda. But these two organizations however, 

is just one of few which has been active over history and makes up a part of what is known as 
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the Religious Wave of Terrorism. One of the waves out of four which David V. Rapoport 

referred to as the latest of the four waves Modern Terrorism. Its predecessors in 

chronological order being the Anarchical Wave, with the likes of Narodnaya Volya. The anti-

colonial wave, which accounts to nationalist movements like the Irish Republican Army 

(IRA) and the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) or in short just Tamil Tigers. The 

third wave is considered the New Left Wave which accounts to Red Army Faction and the 

Red Brigade. The last one now, as mentioned, is the Religious Wave with the likes of Al-

Qaeda and ISIS (Rapoport, 2002). This has led to a new area which has emerged in the area 

of terrorism studies, the one mentioned earlier, the concept of so called New and Old 

Terrorism which will lay as the foundation for this thesis. Although the concept is disputed 

among scholars regarding its worth for the studies as a whole, it should be known that 

Neumann provides tangible arguments in his work Old & New Terrorism. This being for why 

this concept may very well be valuable in explaining the recent trends we have seen in 

terrorism over the last decade (Neumann, 2009; 1-13). This thesis will however seek to 

investigate the Nordic Resistance Movement (or the NRM as they will be known for most 

part) and to see how well the theory holds up when tested against a terrorist organization 

which in general is not perceived as religious. With that, the thesis will narrow itself down on 

the Nordic states with special focus upon Sweden, which has proven to have the larger 

abundance of cases especially of right wing terrorism. Although most of the Nordic militant 

groups collapsed in the early 2000, the exception however is just Sweden where the groups 

such as NRM remained more resilient to the point where it exceeds most of their Nordic 

counterparts. This includes active members and groups, attacks, foreign fighters and deadly 

events (Ravndal, 2018; 779-780). But one thing rings clear here in regards to the waves, this 

religious wave does not seem to ring clear with the NRM, which expresses religious freedom. 

They do however draw heavily upon Norse mythology and myths for their propaganda, but 

are in essence not a religious organization. As can be seen by the fact that it does not take up 

that much space in their ideological production (Ravndal, 2019: 19). This leads one to ponder 

where an organization such as the NRM stands in regard to this new terrorism. If this 

Religious Wave now is the centerpiece for what is seen as new terrorism, why is the NRM 

then still very much in business? Thus the thesis will seek to compare the two in order to see 

if the theory holds up when compared to the NRM. 
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1.1 Purpose 

The purpose of this bachelor thesis is to delve into the study of what is known as Old and 

New Terrorism and will draw parallels between the rise of new terrorism and the cases of 

terrorism in the Nordic states. This before seeking to compare between the theory and the 

right wing extremists trend which had made itself known in the Nordic States over the recent 

decades. This with special focus upon Sweden and the NRM (Nordic Resistance Movement) 

which have proven to have an abundance of case studies done upon them and will therefore 

be a centerpiece for the research in this work. Thus will this thesis try to understand the NRM 

and in turn see how well the theory of Old & New Terrorism hold up when applied upon a 

case such as the NRM. This in order to see if the theory holds water in explaining this new 

trend. 

1.2 Research Question 

With the introduction and purpose in mind the research question formed for this thesis has 

chosen to be the following: 

To what extent, if any, can the radical right-wing trend of the Nordic Resistance Movement 

be attributed to what is known as New Terrorism? 

2. Previous Research 

2.1 What is terrorism? 

So what is exactly terrorism? As previously mentioned, the term is quite disputed with many 

wide definitions from different agencies, countries and organizations. There is no agreed 

upon or clear definitions within the realms of international law, nor among scholars either 

(Neumann, 2009; 6-7). Even within institutions within a state the definitions which defines 

terrorism can be vastly differing. One of these examples being the US with the FBI (Federal 

Bureau of Investigation), DHS (Department of Homeland Security) and the US Department 

of Defense all having different definitions of the term terrorism yet still being under the same 

countries banner. It is not surprisingly either to see that each definition reflects priorities and 

interest of the very same institution that issued them (Hoffman, 2006; 30-31). To bring this 

further it into some manner of perspective on how wide and contested the phenomenon 

terrorism is to define, one has to just look to the 250 different definitions Alex P. Schmid 
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outlines in chapter 2, and its appendix 2.1 (making up 58 pages) in the work The Routledge 

Handbook of Terrorism Research. It is essentially not worth it for this thesis to delve into all 

of these different definitions (as that would require a thesis itself), but as mentioned, it brings 

into perspective just how many different definitions of the term terrorism there is from 

scholars, governments and organizations (Schmid et al, 2011: 39, 99-157). And even though 

Schmid devoted so much time in his own book Political Terrorism: A Research Guide 

(1984), according to Hoffman, four years later and with a second edition he was still nowhere 

closer to finding a clear definition. Further adding to the claim that the term terrorism seems 

to be a tedious thing to define (Hoffman, 2006; 33). Most however seem to agree that the 

term itself  has its roots during the French Revolution (even though at that time the term was 

often seen as positive), and that terrorism is at its essence political which several definitions 

have taken into account.  Most of what we see today however fall under the concept quoted in 

Inside Terrorism and brought forth by Carlo Pisacane from whom the theory of “propaganda 

by deed” first formed, and which have been used by extremists ever since. This theory in its 

essence means that ideas results from deed. Violence thus, was necessary to not only attract 

attention or publicity but to rally the masses behind the revolution or cause one had in mind 

(Hoffman, 2006; 3-5). But to offer some clarity on the subject, and not delve to long on the 

fact that terrorism as a concept has many different definitions and interpretations, this thesis 

will make use of the definition provided by Peter R. Neumann. Which will provided most of 

the theoretical framework as well and thus will the definition of Terrorism will be the 

following:  

 

“The deliberate creation of fear, usually through the use (or threat of use) 

of symbolic acts of violence, to influence the political behavior of a target 

group.” - Peter R. Neumann, 2009; 8  

 

The reason for the choice of this definition is because it is at the heart of the work by 

Neumann, whose book stands as the pillar for this thesis. So as the definition is at core of the 

theory which will be used for the remainder of the thesis, it felt clear to make use of it. For 

the case of the thesis as a whole, the reason felt more genuine by using the theory provided 

rather than to forge my own. Which in essence could be seen as a way for me to define the 

concept to fit the narrative and aim of this thesis. Much like the case of FBI, DHS and US 

Department of Defense forging their concepts to better suit their interests as mentioned 

earlier (Hoffman, 2006; 30-31). However, when making use of certain concepts of terrorism 
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one should bear in mind the possibility of the “collateral damage” it may cause. For example, 

the definition by Neumann if taken as it stands could perhaps consider an MC group like 

Hell’s Angels as terrorists, or perhaps an anti-capitalist activist vandalizing a company 

building with threats of more action such he or she already has done. So one should 

essentially bear in mind upon which level this deliberate creation of fear is considered as 

terrorism. But with the definition sorted for this thesis, there will be some more ground to 

cover in order to properly analyze the cases of Radical Right extremism in the Nordic 

countries.  

2.1.1 Old and New 

Old and new, what exactly defines such a split within the realm of terrorism studies? Peter R. 

Neumann minted the term and theory of Old and New Terrorism to explain a shift in the area 

of terrorism. The theory in and of itself will be properly covered in the theoretical framework 

but some form of explanation will be given here. In essence the theory erupted from the fact 

that there has been a clear change within terrorism from what we have seen in the past. Most 

of these considering the September 11 attacks to be the beginning of New Terrorism. 

Neumann notes an historian by the name of Walter Laqueur in the beginning of his book, Old 

& New Terrorism (2009), in regards to this shift with the following;  

 

“A ‘revolution’ in the character of terrorism was taking place. In his view, 

the ‘new terrorism’ was no longer about the vicious yet calculated 

applications of violence that everyone had become familiar with. Instead, 

the world was confronted with terrorists whose aim was ‘to liquidate all 

satanic forces [and destroy] all life on earth, as an ultimate punishment 

for mankind’s crimes” - Peter R. Neumann, 2009; 1 

 

Although this Laqueur believed that these terrorists would become a much larger threat, 

making use of weapons of mass destructions such as nuclear, biological and chemical 

weapons, he even suggested that they would make a so called “earthquake machine”. Even 

though he was alone on the latter one of these, it was clear that he was not alone in noticing 

this new shift in terrorism. Whatever the name attributed to this shift, being everything from 

“super-terrorism” to “mega-terrorism” or “hyper-terrorism” it all came back to the fact that 

there was something new that was happening. Most of the terrorist groups of old had ended 
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their armed conflicts in the 1990s. The IRA for example calling for a ceasefire after 25 years 

of struggle and after almost causing a civil war. The Red Army Faction called its campaign 

over, declaring that their organization were now history. But when these groups decided to lay 

their conflicts on the shelf, new insurgents formed, such as Aum Shinrikyo who contaminated 

the Tokyo underground with nerve gas killing 12 people and injuring thousand. Another being 

the Islamist extremist group led by Ramzi Yousef whom in 1993 launched a first attack on the 

World Trade Center in hope of a mass-casualty attack and to bring down one of the towers all 

together. In many ways the concept of ‘new terrorism’ was used as a slogan which signaled 

that things were no longer how they had used to be, but in many ways did not provide any real 

explanation as to why (Neumann, 2009; 1-4). This being something that Neumann delves into 

and is further explained later in this thesis. 

2.1.2 The Technological Wave? 

It was mentioned in the introduction that terrorism has grown transnational. Neumann has 

mentioned this, and considered it one of the changes which has occurred between old and 

new terrorism. The use of internet being the main factor which has led to the rise of 

transnational networks. It mainly comes from the ideas of globalization which in many ways 

goes into the factors of global politics, hybrid identities and virtual communities. All made 

possible by modern communication and information technologies (Neumann, 2009; Chapter 

3). This has led to the emergence of the suggestion of another wave to be added to the waves 

brought about by Rapoport, and as he suggest that a wave usually lasts for one life cycle, as 

defined in the mannerism of “where dreams that inspire fathers lose their attractiveness for 

the sons.” we are due to see a new wave soon (Rapoport, 2002). Putting that to the test would 

result that we would see a new wave erupt by the year of 2020. This however does not mean 

that Islamist terrorist groups will seize to exist or work for years to come, but they would not 

be the only players on the field. Instead this new wave will level the playing field for people 

with different ideologies and agendas. It will therefore not be any single type of terrorism 

which will be in focus of this new wave of terrorism. Much rather, technology will be the 

binding force of the wave allowing for different groups and organizations, or even 

individuals, to compete in the world of terrorism. We can see this already with the vast 

expanse the internet has provided, with virtually every terrorist group having a website of 

their own to spread their message and for recruitment (Simons, 2013; 25-28). Brining that in 

alignment with Neumann one can see the growing worth of the internet for this trend called 
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New Terrorism. It is clear that this technological wave will fall in line with what can be seen 

as new terrorism to at least that degree, but does contest it in others, as will be further 

understood as we move along.  

2.2 Terrorism in the Nordic Countries 

It may seem odd to look to the Nordic countries when one does research on the case of 

terrorism. Countries who are generally known for socialism, welfare and winter sports, to 

then mention cases of terrorist deeds and attacks may come as a bit of a surprise to many. But 

terrorism, like in many parts of the world, is present even there. In the five Nordic countries 

of Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Finland and Iceland, Alex P. Schmid and Albert J. Jongman 

found 10 terrorist organizations associated with guerilla warfare, political violence and 

protest up until the books release in 1988. Of these 10 mentioned at least 7 of them can be 

seen, or is outright stated, to be right wing. A number of them being Neo-Nazis groups 

(Schmid & Jongman, 2008; 485-487, 529, 540, 570, 635, 669). So one can conclude that 

terrorist groups are not a new thing within the Nordic countries, neither are the right wing 

side of them either. Today we have the likes of the Nordic Resistance Movement as well as 

Anders Behring Breivik. The former of which will be the focus of this thesis and explained in 

further detail in the following paragraphs. 

2.2.1 The Nordic Resistance Movement 

Sweden hosts the largest and most active militant organization of the Nordic countries. It was 

formerly known as the Swedish Resistance Movement (SRM), but have changed its name to 

the Nordic Resistance Movement we see today. This being due to the creation of sister 

organizations in Norway, Finland and Denmark. However, Sweden remains the country with 

most dedicated and active members, with the other three not tally up to nearly as many. Thus 

one can come to the conclusion that the right wing militancy is more widespread in Sweden 

rather than the other Nordic countries (Ravndal, 2018; 15-16). Established in December 1997 

(then being the SRM) by Klas Lund, a former convicted murderer who spent eight years in 

prison. Upon his release after having his penalty shortened to four years, but later released 

after two, he was greatly inspired by terrorism-inciting works from the United States such as 

The Turner Diaries, Hunter and The Order. So in order to start his revolution he and a group 

of activists tried to fund their organization, White Aryan Resistance, with armed robberies. 

After serving his second prison sentence he reevaluated the way terrorism should be carried 
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out. Upon which he came to the conclusion that a clear and strong hierarchical structure 

among with steadfast propaganda and street activism would be a better alternative, and thus 

he started Folktribunen which then became the NRM’s first official media outlet following its 

announcement (Ravndal, 2019; 10-11).  

 

Furthermore, the NRM is characterized as a militant National Socialist organization which 

has been its core ever since its creation. The organization has as a goal and aims to start a 

revolution through extra-parliamentary struggle. This meaning that they are opposed to the 

ruling government but do not engage in elections. But they seek as well to create a Nordic 

Nation for Nordic People which only serves them well with expanding and creating sister 

organizations in other Nordic Countries (Ravndal, 2019; 11-12). Looking to the organizations 

official website; Nordfront, one can see in their policy that they do indeed claim a National 

Socialist stance in the Nine Points that make up their policy. However, they do not see 

themselves as Nazis. A debater on the website by the name of Per Örberg consider the term to 

be wrongfully attributed to the NRM, and even avoided an interview by a newspaper as they 

“does not even name our political views by its proper name”. The term itself is also referred 

to as the made up concept of Jews as well as the creation of Hollywood. This is shortly 

followed by the claim that they deserve respect from the media by calling them national 

socialists rather than Nazis (Örberg, 2016).  

3. Theoretical Framework 

3.1 Older and Newer Terrorism 

With the terminology of what terrorism means for the remainder of this essay fully explained 

it may be well on time to study the theory of older and newer terrorism. In short the theory 

state that we have seen a shift in recent times and in how and to what extent terrorist groups 

organize themselves and how they conduct their work and agenda. Scholars sees distinction 

between three areas, namely Structure, Aims and Methods. Which will all be explained 

further down below. But to provide some overview of it one can look to the figure 3.1. But in 

short, what the trends scholars have seen is that terrorist organizations is evolving away from 

the hierarchical, almost militaristic structure of old with examples such as the IRA, Red army 

factions and alike, which all had a clear chain of command and ranks. To instead, a more 

networked structure like Al-Qaida where a lot is dealt with transnationally over the internet. 
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One can also see the influx in the religiously inspired terrorism and that the casualties have 

begun to mount over recent times, where in the past very few terrorist attacks claimed lives in 

such a magnitude as attacks in recent days. Of which the September 11th attacks is the prime 

example (Neumann, 2009; 14-28, 46-48).  

 

 

Figure 3.1 Old and New Terrorism: 

“Ideal types” 

 

 Old Terrorism New Terrorism 

Structure Hierarchical; geared towards 

one centre of gravity 

Networked; transnational reach and 

orientation 

Aims Nationalist and/or Marxist Religiously inspired 

Method “Legitimate targets”; rules of 

engagement 

Mass-casualty attacks against 

civilians; excessive violence 

(Neumann, 2009; 29) 

 

3.1.1 Hierarchical contra Networked 

One may come to the see that the IRA and Al-Qaeda will be compared in most of these ideal 

types of older and newer terrorism, the reason behind just that is because they represent each 

side quite well. But to start it off with the structure and the change from hierarchical to 

networked this is especially true. Most terrorist groups have in the past, like the IRA, or as 

their full name states; Irish Republican Army adopted an almost militaristic hierarchical 

structure with ranks and clear structure of command. This to show that they are legitimate 

force against the ones they are up against. For the sake of the form of new terrorism we see 

more of what we can call a spider in the web, which many have considered the former leader 

of Al-Qaeda; Osama Bin-Laden to be. That term is truer than one might think at first. But 

when one looks to the translation of Al-Qaeda, one gets the name “The Foundation” or “The 

Base”. Which in essence can be assumed to be the foundation from where Islamic terrorism 

has its origin. This claim can be further confirmed when we look to attacks such as the 

Madrid train bombing 2004. An attack which were carried out by a group of Islamic 

extremists supported by Al-Qaeda (Neumann, 2009; 29-32, 39-41). But perhaps it does not 

come off as clear as it may wish to be, if the shift has been from hierarchical to networked, 
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why would someone like Klas Lund almost deem it obsolete? He did after all find the idea of 

leaderless networks to be lacking as opposed to the strong hierarchical structure which had a 

long time ambition to radicalize people through steadfast propaganda (Ravndal, 2019; 11). 

3.1.2 Nationalist/Marxist contra Religiously Inspired 

Now onto the aims, although some would consider both nationalist and religious terrorism to 

overlap in certain areas, such as ISIS which is both a religiously inspired group but also 

nationalist in the way that they want to establish a caliphate. So in many ways there are 

parallels between the jihadist and the nationalist movements. And it is growing more notable 

with each new incidents (Fisher, 2019). That is not always the case. Al-Qaeda for example, 

although its ideology is as far reaching as its organization, the group’s main aim is to liberate 

and unite the global community of Muslims. Which these extremists consider to be the right 

of every Muslim, but denied to them by a conspiracy by Jews and the Crusaders (Christians). 

Thus, in Al-Qaeda's view, armed struggle and violence is legitimized in order to create a 

single Muslim nation. IRA however, was a pure nationalist organization, formed on the wish 

for a united and whole Ireland. Their aim was thus to bring Northern Ireland and its nine 

counties to be part of the Irish Republic. In their view, Ireland would never be free and whole 

unless all counties became Irish. That was its main goal throughout its campaigns, even 

though it has been depicted as a conflict between catholic and Protestants at times. That was 

nothing more than media portrayal of the conflict, in truth the conflict had little to do with 

religion (Neumann, 2009; 32-35, 42-44)  

3.1.3 Legitimate Targets contra Mass-casualty Attacks Against Civilians 

Moving on to the case of legitimate targets contra mass-casualty attacks against civilians, one 

can see a lot more deaths which have tallied up under the recent years of terrorist attacks. If 

one looks to the September 11th attacks, when nineteen terrorist belonging to Al-Qaeda 

hijacked four passenger aircraft and flew two of them into the World Trade Center in New 

York, one into Pentagon and the fourth crashed in Pennsylvania after passengers tried to 

subdue the hijackers (resulting in the plane spinning out of control and crashing). The attacks 

resulted in around three thousand people losing their lives. And to put that into some 

perspective. No attack prior to 9/11 had ever claimed more than five hundred lives in 

comparison (Hoffman, 2006; 18-19). Using the September 11th attacks is just one example of 

how things have changed. The Madrid Train Bombing another. These two had the specific 
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aim to reap as many casualties as they possibly could, otherwise why would the bombing in 

Madrid take place during rush hour would if not to kill as many civilians as possible. This is a 

stark contrast to the bombings committed by the IRA where the organization warned the 

locals and officials of the locations where they were going to place their bombs. This to avoid 

civilian casualties to the degree that they possibly could. Only when they were not able to 

warn the officials or locals in time did they actually claim more than 10 lives in their attacks. 

Only 7 incidents by the IRA claimed more than that, and of which only 5 were planned. But 

there were the cases of the Birmingham pub bombing which was an operation gone wrong, 

which was when the intention was to phone the police so the site could be evacuated on time. 

Yet something went wrong resulting in the call never going through. Furthermore it should be 

emphasized that newer terrorism actively target civilians. September 11th, The Madrid 

Bombing to name a few, but we can see many numbers of attacks happening worldwide with 

its aims to cause as many casualties among civilians as possible. The Oklahoma Bombing 

being one of such, but the numbers of attacks are many more than that. London, Paris, Oslo 

and Stockholm has had their share of terrorist attacks which specifically targeted civilians, 

and there is no indication that civilians will not remain as the main target of new terrorist 

organizations (Neumann, 2009; 35-38, 44-46) 

4. Method Section 

This research will mainly make use of and analyze already established literature with special 

focus upon Peter R. Neumann's work; Old & New Terrorism, which in essence will provide 

the main theory on which this thesis will be based and conducted. Yet still this thesis will 

focus, not only to use the theory provided by Neumann, but also put it up to test in a so called 

a qualitative theory testing method. The method in and off itself is a textbook example of 

how research is conducted, but within political science it is few whom make use of it among 

students. But in essence, the researcher makes one or more theories in form of concrete 

hypotheses which will then be tested against empirical material collected (Esaiasson et al, 

2017; 41). In the case of this thesis, New Terrorism will be tested against empirical evidence 

provided by research upon the NRM. From there the conclusions made by the thesis will 

either make it so that the theory is strengthened or weakened. So in a theory testing method 

the theory always stands in the centre, and thus the cases upon which this theory will be 

tested must be chosen with utmost care and attention (Esaiasson et al, 2017; 41). With that in 

mind, Neumann's theory comes with three dimensions of analysis which are; Aims, Structure 
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and Method which was explained in figure 3.1 and the theoretical framework (Neumann, 

2009; 29). The theory thus provides three areas of which one can easily study other cases, 

which for the sake of this thesis will be the NRM. So to make sure that the case have been 

chosen with utmost care, the thesis will begin with a small introduction made upon the NRM 

before digging deeper into it order to find the dimensions of analysis which they can be 

attributed to and thus know if they could be considered newer or older terrorism. This will be 

achieved through the use of a qualitative text analysis. Which method will be used as some 

parts of the text may come to be more important than others, and will thus need more time to 

analyze for proper understanding. One way to tackle this is to search for what may hide under 

the surface of the text, so one has to thoroughly go through the material for proper 

understanding (Esaiasson et al, 2017; 211). To explain this further, the qualitative analysis of 

the material will be analyzed according with the operationalization of the theory (Figure 3.1). 

I other words the operationalization will provide me with the concepts and areas to search for 

within the material. 

 

Furthermore, the aim of using a theory testing method is to research and analyze if the theory 

is found to present or lack validity in explaining a certain case. In other words, it seeks to test 

if the theory is adequate in explaining this case. So much weight is put on the theory itself in 

the framework of analyzing the literature as a whole. So if the theory is found lacking in that 

regard, then the validity of the theory will decrease to a certain degree (Esaiasson et al, 2017; 

41-43). If that would come to be the case, then this thesis will be open to encourage a theory 

developing research on the subject. However, for the framework of this thesis, one should 

bear in mind that one need new material to bring new validity to the thoughts and ideas found 

by the research. But with that in mind, one has to patiently wait to have these thoughts and 

ideas to be tested with new empirical material to tests its validity (Esaiasson et al, 2017; 43). 

4.1 Material 

The main framework will revolve around the work; Old & New Terrorism by Neumann and 

thus becomes the center and foundation upon which this thesis will be formed. That along 

with literature upon the subject of terrorism which is conceptualized in the theoretical 

framework and previous research is mainly consisting of published books as well as articles 

on the subject. Some of these are among the foremost within the area of Terrorism Studies. 

Neumann himself has for example written a number of articles and books on the subject 
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terrorism. But he is just among a few of the authors of books and articles mentioned here. 

Another is Bruce Hoffman which has studied counterterrorism for four decades and is a 

tenured professor at Georgetown University’s Edmund A. Walsh School of Foreign Service 

(Council on Foreign Relations, n.d). Referred to is also David C. Rapoport which is one of 

the most renowned terrorism scholars we have. He is also the first that taught terrorism in the 

US and is still today founding and continuing editor of Terrorism and Political Violence 

(UCLA, n.d). Another mentioned is Alex P. Schmid, which has published a number of 

articles and books within the realm of terrorism studies and is a Research Fellow of the 

International Centre for Counter-Terrorism. Prior to this he has been working at Leiden 

University as well as Erasmus University in Rotterdam (ICCT, n.d). 

 

In the case of the electronic documents, in essence the empirical data on the NRM and 

terrorism in the Nordic states, most of these have been provided by works published by Jacob 

Aasland Ravndal. A Postdoctoral Fellow at the University of Oslo, which has written a PhD 

on right-wing terrorism and violence in Western Europe. But he also has interests in the 

relationship between left- and right-wing militants in Scandinavia, and between political 

extremism and political violence more generally. He also has an interest in counterterrorism 

(University of Oslo, 2017). So with this in mind, he has been considered a valuable source in 

the framework of this thesis.  

 

Under the frame of electronic documents as well will the NRM’s own documents and sites 

fall. Publications made upon their official website Nordfront will be carefully considered 

within the boundaries of this thesis and provide first hand sources upon the areas which have 

been operationalized in this work. From there I can find the group structure, aim as well as 

method, in other words all three of the areas of research to the analysis and compare with the 

theory. 

4.1.1 Source Critique 

There are four rules of which one can take help in deciding the validity of a source. Be that a 

text or other means of information. These four rules are authenticity, independency, 

simultaneity and tendency (Esaiasson et al, 2017; 288). Going through them one by one with 

the start of the rule authenticity, it is clear that we need our sources to be authentic. This can 

be easily done by after reading one source to then seek confirmation for this by, for example, 
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finding other sources to confirm the first one. In many ways it is to not take one source for 

granted as the truth, much rather seek other sources to bring validity to the first (Esaiasson et 

al, 2017; 292) A second way to look would be to see the sources independency. There are 

three ways of which we can seek independence in our sources using simple examples, 1) Two 

News Agencies cover the same story with the same events, then we have more of a ground to 

attest to their validity. 2) Is about first and secondary sources, we have more ground to trust 

someone who have lived an event rather than one whom retells what others have told him. 

And last 3) which is to what degree the source is independent. Meaning in essence who tells 

the story and how affected the person is by the situation. This can be if they are under threat, 

are forced or has certain expectations put on them (Esaiasson et al, 2017; 292-293). In 

regards to simultaneity it is mainly regarding the time of which the source is from. The 

further away from an event the more gets forgotten. Which is why we for the most part trust 

diaries which have been written day by day a bit more than memoirs which have been written 

at the end of one's life (Esaiasson et al, 2017; 294) Tendency is in regards to if the source, like 

its author(s) can be considered tendentious. In other words wishing to retell a story in a 

distorted manner (Esaiasson et al, 2017; 294-295). 

 

In this thesis the material which have been used have all been a subject to this way of analysis 

through the rules which have been briefly stated above, and can be found in detail in 

Metodpraktikan (2017) by Esaiasson et al. on Chapter 15. 

4.2 Delimitation and Scope 

To analyze every single case of right wing terrorism in the Nordic countries would be too 

wide of a topic for this thesis to cover and would most likely need a book in and of itself to 

make it any justice. Thus some form of delimitation is needed in order to execute this 

properly. The choice of case is the Nordic Resistance Movement, which as previously 

mentioned, the NRM as an organization have an abundance of literature about it as well as 

being considered to be in the forefront of Nordic Radical Right. The NRM is spoken about 

frequently in the media, especially in Sweden but in the Nordic countries as whole as well. So 

it will be no problem in finding sources on this area. 
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5. Analysis 

Now onto the analytic part of this thesis upon which the theoretical framework and the case 

of the NRM will be entwined and pitched against one another. This in order to fully 

understand whether or not that the Nordic Resistance Movement can be considered a case of 

New Terrorism or not, upon which we can then determine the value of the theory itself. This 

will be done following figure 3.1 and the dimensions within it. Thus will the analysis be 

conducted in alignment with each dimension of analysis by Neumann. These otherwise 

known as; Structure, Aims and Method. Once this is completed a summarization of the three 

will be carried out and then visualized in a figure for quick reference in the conclusion. 

5.1 Structure 

Considering that the NRM has a strong presence online, making use of their rather well 

formed website in order to reach out and recruit new members one could quickly assume that 

the organization falls within the realm of transnational and networked. However this does not 

seem to be the case. Although it is clear that the group has transnational reach and are 

networked in one way shape or form, with nests stretching across Sweden and with sister 

operations in other countries. The fact that they have their own broadcasting for both video 

and radio on their homepage further adds to the claims for it to be a networked organization 

as well (Nordfront Homepage, 2019). However, the former leader of the organization; Klas 

Lund came to a different conclusion when the NRM was created. It was mentioned prior that 

the man and his associates created the group known as White Aryan Resistance (WAR) prior 

the NRM, this group being based upon writings such as the Turner Diaries and Hunter. As we 

know, that resistance failed and Lund created Folktribunen and later announced the NRM. So 

why has the NRM fared better than the White Aryan Resistance did? Well, as much can be 

seen in how Lund himself came to view it. While serving his second time in prison he came 

to the conclusion that what he had done prior, in other words, that the terrorism which he had 

carried with WAR may not have been as effective as he had wanted. Meaning that the loosely 

organized leaderless networks he had read about was to be discarded. Instead he developed a 

theory that a strong hierarchical structure would serve the purpose better, and this through the 

long term ambition of radicalizing people through propaganda and street activism (Ravndal, 

2019; 10-11). 
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So how come that the NRM has such a transnational reach and is as networked online as 

perhaps any other terrorist organization may be? For this, one could come to the conclusion 

that it falls under the idea of the technological wave where no specific ideology or agenda has 

monopoly on the wave in and of itself. But much rather, all fall within the space of the 

technological wave which makes use of the internet for all intents and purposes; such as 

propaganda, recruitment and in general just to spread their message (Simons, 2019; 25-28). 

This also proves to be a valuable thing to consider; time. So while the NRM may make use of 

the internet for being networked and for a transnational reach, as much can be seen with the 

fact that they have their site in seven different languages (Swedish, Norwegian, Icelandic, 

Danish, Finish, English and Russian), it is clear that they walks somewhere between the lines 

on what makes up the structure dimension (Nordfront Homepage, 2019). But it is just time 

that is what is worth considering here, the textbook example brought about as an example of 

Old Terrorism is the Irish Republican Army (IRA), which as previously mentioned called for 

a ceasefire in the 1990s, which resulted in the Good Friday Agreement in 1998. But 

nonetheless, the IRA was used as the example for old terrorism, and there is no need to 

criticize that choice in the least! It is a prime example of old terrorism, and as Neumann 

stated; 

 

“For many decades, no study of terrorism would have been complete 

without an in-depth examination of the Northern Ireland conflict and, in 

particular, the Provisional Irish Republican Army (IRA).” - Peter R. 

Neumann, 2009; 28-29  

 

So with that in mind, we have had a tremendous change over the recent decades in the regards 

mainly within the realm of technology, which then may have blurred the lines. Bringing it in 

line with the example used for new terrorism; Al-Qaeda, it can be clear that the NRM and the 

Islamist religious group indeed differentiates themselves in the structure. But one cannot help 

to see some manner of similarities in the analysis of the pair. Al-Qaeda was more of a 

franchise movement, subcontracting their acts of terrorism to local groups which were then 

allowed to take action on behalf of the wider organization (Neumann, 2009; 39). Much 

similar, although hierarchical is the NRM with their “Nests”, a subdivision of the NRM with 

its own leaders and covering different regions of Sweden. But it all ties together under the 

banner of NRM and their leader (Currently a man by the name of Simon Lindberg). But the 

organization also has other prestigious titles among its hierarchy (Ravndal. 2019; 23). Perhaps 
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this all just falls under the umbrella of time, the internet has been such a driving force over the 

past few decades that communication and information has become so accessible to everyone, 

something we have never seen the likes of before. It’s almost impossible to not become global 

in one way or another, or at least be able to reach globally. Globalization is very much real 

and perhaps in order to go with the times these organizations like the NRM would have to 

evolve along with the rest of the world to stay relevant in their cause (Simons, 2013; 25-28). 

It also most likely gave them the option to reach out and establish themselves in other Nordic 

countries due to the fact of easy transnational communication. 

 

So with such a thing in mind, the final analysis of the structure of the NRM would be that it 

falls under the form of Old Terrorism, as much can be told from how and why it was created. 

“That a strong hierarchical structure would serve the purpose better”, as was mentioned 

earlier, rings clear with the definition of structure within figure 3.1. Regardless, there is that 

transnational area of the NRM which still need some consideration. But with similar thought 

in mind it is also worth considering that the NRM has a strong hierarchical structure because 

they envision themselves to take the power and thus needs that structure in place in case that 

would become reality (Ravndal, 2019; 22). 

5.2 Aims 

When it comes to the NRM, they have always considered themselves to be a national socialist 

movements. At least according to its founders, even though they refrained from using that 

label during their early years (Ravndal, 2009; 11). The claim can be seen clear on their 

webpage where they state themselves to be national socialists, as much can be told from their 

policy which they conclude in nine points. These points is essential for their struggle and will 

be the most important changes to push and deal with when they seized power from “the 

hostile forces that now rule the Nordic peoples” (Nordfront Policy A, 2015). Most clearly this 

is explained in point 6 where they take a stance on the nature and treatment of animals with a 

clear statement of “we national socialist” (Nordfront Policy B, 2019). They also seek to 

expand its presence is other Nordic countries, so as mentioned prior it is going transnational, 

this being to the Nordic countries in order to seek and establish a Nordic nation for Nordic 

people (Ravndal, 2019; 12).  
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Along with the national socialist ideology in mind one then has to just delve a bit deeper into 

these nine points mentioned and see that it holds some similar points to the ideology itself. So 

following below will be the nine points which makes up the NRMs party platform: 

1. Immediately stop mass immigration. Repatriation of the majority of all non-Northern 

Europeans or closely related peoples should be initiated as soon as possible. In the 

best possible humane way, they should be returned to their respective home countries 

or neighboring areas. 

2. By all means available, in the long run, seek to regain power from the global Zionist 

elite which economically and purely militarily occupied most of our world. 

3. Jointly with the other Nordic countries create a Nordic self-sufficient state with 

common defense, common currency and central bank, common horizontal laws and 

regulations. This also means immediate withdrawal from the European Union and any 

similar hostile associations. 

4. Introduce a strong state with a distinct people's government. Responsibility positions 

are to be assigned according to competence and the state's goal is to work primarily 

for the welfare and preservation of the people. Freedom of expression should be 

extensive. 

5. That our media should be owned by citizens of the new Nordic region. Foreign as 

well as domestic media acting against people in a hostile manner should be 

prohibited. An overly concentrated ownership must be counteracted. 

6. Create a modern society in harmony with the laws of nature. Our animal welfare laws 

should be designed with the emphasis on ethics rather than profit. Nature and its 

resources must be used with reason and the future in mind. Public law must be 

protected. 

7. Establish a national socialist society where resources are distributed so that we take 

care of the entire people, both strong and weak, and where everyone should have the 

opportunity to reach their full potential. There must be a social protection network 

that gives citizens’ rights, but also obligations. The state must control basic 

infrastructure of public interest, as this requires greater responsibility than a company 

can handle. At the same time, entrepreneurship and innovation should be encouraged. 

8. Reintroduce general military duty and expand defense. Everyone who has fulfilled 

their military duty retains their weapons and equipment. Every citizen should be able 

to contribute to the defense of the nation against both external and any domestic 

threats. 
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9. Introduce a rule of law where all citizens are equal before the law. Educated lawyers 

should judge in the courts. A public tribunal must be established with the aim of 

examining the difficult cases of treason. 

(Nordfront Policy A, 2015) 

 

All these points’ links to individual pages which outlines in more detail the statement which 

can be seen in the points. Point one for examples outlines how the Nordic race is threatened 

by the mass immigration that is taking place. Thus speaking about how cultures and peoples 

have lived apart and built up different set of genes, culture and community from one another. 

It also brings to light how repatriation of non-Europeans or closely related peoples may be 

conducted (Nordfront Policy C, 2015). Point Two outlines the fact that they will stand up 

against the Zionist elite which rules the world in the interest of Israel. According to the NRM, 

the Zionist elite seeks to destabilize other nations so that they don’t become a threat to their 

superstructure (Nordfront Policy D, 2015). But in essence most of what is deeper devolved 

into can easily be concluded in these nine points and quite clearly makes up what aims the 

Nordic Resistance movement has. 

 

So yet another time the NRM falls within the compounds of what makes up Old terrorism as 

opposed to New. We see that it has a strong hierarchical structure, and now it seems to have 

its main aim to be nationalistic. Perhaps not in the sense of the nation of Sweden, but in the 

case of the Nordic countries as a whole. For the time being one can assume that the theory of 

New Terrorism may not apply to the case of the NRM. But further analysis will be required 

in order to reach a proper conclusion. Perhaps it is just the case that the NRM is what can be 

considered “Old Right” as opposed to the “New Right” which embodies organizations such 

as the Generation Identity. The Old Right as it can be known as, is underpinned by the 

ideological currents of the fascist and national socialist regimes in the interwar period. 

Although most of that ideology is now long shunned in the west, the idea of that peoples 

identities are closely linked to territories and cultures of which they belong remain (Ravndal, 

2019; 18). This being one thing which the NRM and their fight for a united Nordic Nation 

seems to embody. Taking this in relation to Neumann and the IRA once more. It has some 

clear resemblances to the extent that they both are considered to be nationalist movements. 

The IRA from its beginning was after all a nationalist organization whose aim was to 

establish an Irish Republic as it could never be “United Ireland, free and Gaelic” if not all of 

Ireland would be in it (Neumann, 2009; 32-35). The similarities being there the fact of the 
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NRM, being nationalist (socialist) and instead of bringing together Ireland under one banner, 

much rather works for uniting the Nordic countries.  

5.3 Method 

Onwards to the method that the NRM makes use in order to further their agenda. This being 

the one that falls closest under the concept of terrorism brought about in the previous 

research:  

 

“The deliberate creation of fear, usually through the use (or threat of use) 

of symbolic acts of violence, to influence the political behavior of a target 

group.” - Peter R. Neumann, 2009; 8  

 

Why then is the definition mentioned once more? Well as for the time being one should keep 

it in mind for what will follow. In order to analyze the contents and the various attacks 

perpetuated by the NRM it is important to compare them to this definition. As for now, when 

the cases of methods used by the NRM will follow, one should be able to make out that the 

NRM can in fact be considered a terrorist group by the means of this definition. And that 

they, as mentioned, does not fall as “collateral damage” much like the examples of an activist 

or a biker gang. From the definition itself it is made clear that the NRM are very much a 

terrorist organization. They are a militant group which along with their hierarchical structure 

of nests with its own leaders and deputy, also shows that some of these nests consists of so 

called “combat groups” (Ravndal, 2019; 23). And these combat groups seems by their 

coverage on the Nordfront webpage to take an almost militaristic way of training. Videos as 

well as pictures showing of group trainings with clear indications of combat. A few pictures 

showing members clad in boxing gloves further adding to this claim (Nordfront Search A, 

2019). Another article on the site also shows that the group glorifies some sort of violence; 

 

“No martial arts training has gone right without blood, this just hardens 

and you laugh afterwards when the training is over. The potential for 

violence is increasing in Nest 2.” - Nordfront Redaktionen, 2019 

 

So it is clear that they are no strangers to violence, as a systematic establishment of combat 

groups like that must have a purpose of some kind. Just as well as they use this as a form to 
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recruit new members, painting a picture that it all is necessary in order to protect your loved 

and close ones (Nordfront Redaktionen 2019). Another claim to the NRM falling under the 

concept of terrorism is further seen in the case in the areas of Sweden where the NRM has 

their biggest density of supporters and members. In Borlänge and Ludvika (where most of the 

leadership resides) they have more than enough cases to fully fill out the criteria of the 

definition by Neumann. The organization attend meetings of the local council and films the 

whole thing after filling up the gallery seats. Politicians that step out of line and criticize the 

movement are quickly confronted by the members of NRM. These ways of intimidation 

tactics have also consisted of NRM activists following politicians, at their heels, when they 

have walked to their parked cars. Other than politicians, council workers and opponents of 

the movement have as well received subtle threats such as “Nice house you got there...”, or 

more intimidatingly, found stickers on their front doors or on the street lamps outside their 

homes picturing a gallows with the slogan “Reserved for traitors of the people” (Bjørgo, 

Ravndal, 2017). 

 

Yet the movement does not stop there with their acts of violence. The group itself are 

frequent protestors and shows up to protest on several occasions. One of these examples 

would be a demonstration that occurred outside of a big Book Fair in Gothenburg. The 

demonstration in and off itself had been allowed by the police on a street in the city, but they 

instead chose to march down the one which led to the Book Fair. The whole ordeal resulted 

in a violent clash with the police where several police officers got injured and with 16 NRM 

activist now put on trial (SVT, 2019). And this is just one of many cases of the NRM clashing 

with the police after in fact receiving allowance for their demonstrations. And in these cases 

they have repeatedly clashed with not only the police but with civilians in both Sweden and 

Finland. So with all things considered, it seems then that they actively seeks out these violent 

engagements, this which in turn foster and attract internal group cohesion (Bjørgo, Ravndal, 

2017). 

 

So once again we see the NRM fall outside of bounds when it comes to the ideal type of New 

Terrorism provided by Neumann in figure 3.1. It is clear that the NRM actively target grass-

root politicians, which seems to be their primary adversaries when it comes to how they 

which to change the policy, especially in Borlänge and Ludvika where they have their big 

strongholds. So once more they fall under the category of Old Terrorism. This is further 

strengthened by the fact that they do not engage in mass-casualty attacks towards civilians. 
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However one could argue for the fact that grass-root are in fact legitimate targets. However, 

one can easily perceive that it is easy to demonize even these grass-root politicians if you 

consider them “traitors of the people”. As for why they do not engage in in mass-casualty 

attacks, one can simply look to the statement that they envisions an actual take-over of the 

government (this being why they have a strong hierarchical structure). As they do not view 

ethnic Nordic people as their main concern, much rather individuals from ethnically different 

cultures as the root cause to the deterioration of the Swedish and Nordic culture (Nordfront 

Policy C, 2015). In this case, one could possibly see that it would run the risk of extreme 

numbers of collateral damage should they engage in attacks of mass-casualty which is why 

the group much rather engage themselves in attacks towards “legitimate targets” such as the 

grass-root politicians and to a certain degree civilians which opposes to their views. 

6. Conclusion 

So in order to bring the analysis into a more coherent and understandable conclusion one can 

see to a quick updated version of figure 3.1 (This one being known as Figure 6.1). This figure 

showing what the analysis has yielded for answers in the regards to the NRM. Adding the 

findings to the side for a quick comparison of the ideal types of Old and New Terrorism and 

the ways of which the Nordic Resistance Movement in structure, aims and method are in 

accordance with the ideal types. And looking to it one would not be surprised after the results 

in the analysis that the NRM more resembles the ideal type of Older, much rather than Newer 

terrorism. 

Figure 6.1 Old and New 

Terrorism: “Ideal 

types” 

  

 Old Terrorism New Terrorism The NRM 

Structure Hierarchical; geared 

towards one centre 

of gravity 

Networked; transnational 

reach and orientation 

Strongly hierarchical; 

with transnational reach 

Aims Nationalist and/or 

Marxist 

Religiously inspired National Socialists 

Method “Legitimate 

targets”; rules of 

engagement 

Mass-casualty attacks 

against civilians; 

excessive violence 

Systematic use of 

intimidation and attacks 

against “legitimate 

targets” and civilians 
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As said, it does not take much of a comparison that in regards to the theory by Neumann that 

it is clear that the NRM falls under the banner of what can best be considered old terrorism, 

with an overlap of Structure, Aims as well as Method from the Old Terrorism Ideal Type. So 

for all intents and purposes, the NRM can be more considered an old terrorist organization 

rather than a new. Yet it still hold a transnational reach in the manner that they reach across 

nations within the Nordic countries. So there are some aspects of the organization which 

could fall within the spectra of New Terrorism as well. Which brings this thesis to the idea of 

the technological wave which state that there is no sole ideology or agenda which holds the 

field in this new wave. Rather a magnitude of different ones. Perhaps one could lay the claim 

that the NRM are simply an old terrorism organization which have lasted over the boundaries 

to what is now the era of new terrorism. Just like Jeffrey Simon’s claims that we are likely to 

see religious terrorism for many years to come, but this new technological wave may very 

much have opened up the landscape and leveled the playing field for different ideologies and 

agendas (Simons; 2013: 27). Which then further would lead to the claim that perhaps the 

NRM falls under the idea of this New Technological wave where no ideology or agenda has 

the monopoly on the field of terrorism. Then the question falls to see if this would lead to the 

emergence of other terrorist agendas from times such as the anarchical wave with the likes of 

Narodnaya Volya or perhaps the Marxists organizations like the Red Army factions from the 

New Left Wave. If one could claim the nationalist movements may rise in this new wave, 

then perhaps the others may as well. However, such a conversation deserves a thesis of itself 

as this one instead will reach its crescendo in the form of its concluding remarks. 

 

With that, one should return to the very essence of the thesis itself, being the research 

question which has guided this work, the foundation of the thesis itself. It sounded like the 

following; 

 

To what extent, if any, can the radical right-wing trend of the Nordic 

Resistance Movement be attributed to what is known as New Terrorism?  

 

Most of it is clear already by simply looking to the previous statements. The NRM can be 

attributed to the older terrorism ideal type. Looking quickly to the said ideal types and 

comparing them, we see that the group does fall closer to the Old Terrorism as opposed to the 

New. But as the question is worded to what extent they can be attributed to New Terrorism, 
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the more clear side is that they have become transnational, extending from Sweden out to 

Norway, Finland and Denmark (, as well as seemingly trying to reach audiences on Iceland, 

Russia and other parts of the world. This being if one should take into account that they have 

websites for the four languages of the countries they operate in, as well as Icelandic, Russian 

and English). But the extent to which the NRM can be compared to Newer Terrorism ends 

there. They are not religiously inspired, as much is clear by their policy. They are national 

socialists wishing for a Nordic country for the Nordic people. Religion has no part of that and 

is not clearly stated on their website that it should either. They don’t conduct mass-casualty 

attacks either. This could be because they don’t want to hurt the Nordic population at large, 

but that is pure speculation on behalf of this thesis. But they do seem to target civilians and 

grass-root politicians with intimidation tactics and threat of violence. They also seem to often 

clash with police and tend to be rather aggressive in the way they conduct their 

demonstrations. So for all intents and purposes they seem to fall under the category of Old 

Terrorism with a strong hierarchical foundation and structure, nationalistic ideals while the 

legitimate targets and rules of engagement is a bit more muddied. 

 

This could mean two things as far as this thesis is concerned and that is 1) The theory by 

Neumann is flawed in some way which makes the NRM not fall under the Newer Terrorism 

type, or 2) It is the NRM that should be considered an Old Terrorism group which simply 

remained in the ways of structure, aim and method when organizations such as the Red Army 

Factions and the IRA did not. As this thesis was conducted as a theory testing one, it will 

come with some suggestions for how the theory of New and Old Terrorism may need to be 

revisited and perhaps be updated. The first consideration, of which the clearest difference is 

seen, falls to the Aims ideal type of Newer Terrorism. Neumann defines the Aims of the new 

terrorism to be religiously inspired. This is wrong when one takes into account the NRM 

which is not a religious inspired organization, much rather a national socialist movement. The 

thesis will restrain from commenting on suggestions to changes until later in the end of this 

section with a suggestion for future research, but perhaps the theory should be reworked in 

order to fit a larger trend of recent terrorism. Nonetheless, the other part of the ideal types are 

Structure and Method. Here as well we see some differences, for example, we see in the ways 

of method that the NRM does not make use of mass-casualty attacks. But they do make use 

of systematic intimidation and threat of violence. At least in the communities where they 

have a strong foothold. However, another concern which comes is the structure part of things. 

Old Terrorism is according to Neumann; Hierarchical and geared towards one centre of 
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gravity while New Terrorism is Networked with strong transnational reach and orientation. 

Here we return to the Technological Wave mentioned by Simons. Globalization has opened 

up for the world to be much more interconnected than ever before. This being to the degree of 

which one could argue, that it is impossible not to grow transnational in this day and age. The 

IRA, for example, simply did not have the option back in the late 80’s and early 90’s, little 

less any organization prior to them either. But it is also as Simons mentions, that this new 

wave, the so called Technological Wave, evens the playing fields between different fields of 

terrorist organizations. 

 

Playing in the field of speculation for a while, if this turns out to be true, then most of what is 

seen is more or less turned on its head. If everything is different and many different types of 

terrorist organizations erupt, will there even be such a thing as an ideal type of Newer 

Terrorism? Thus this falls back on what really terrorism is, unless we can find something 

which would unite them all under the banner of so called Newer Terrorism. Which needs to 

be updated if it shall keep up with the times. This religious wave after all, is said to have its 

end, if we look to the waves before them, by 2020 so that fact that all New Terrorism should 

and are religious seems all too narrow for the time being. Thus perhaps the theory does 

indeed need to be revisited. 

6.1 Suggestions for Future Research 

In order to remain brief on this area, this section will be kept short and up for interpretation 

for the readers. But in general, one should see if there is something which should be changed 

within the theory by Neumann. From the scope this thesis provides, a suggestion which 

would be clear to look into is the ideal types themselves to see if they could be altered to 

meet the recent trends in a better way. As mentioned before, the religiously inspired ideal 

type feels to be in most need of change as it fails to cover a big part of the recent trends, such 

as the NRM (but also other extremists in our recent days). The suggestion here would be to 

perhaps try the term; identity inspired. A concept which would need to be further explained to 

be properly considered. But for a quick overview of the idea, is that it can cover a bigger 

picture of it all. It more or less just takes one step back from the religious to instead consider 

identity. Why this is suggested would be because of the study on the NRM in this thesis. The 

NRM after all puts a lot of focus upon the Nordic identity and race, which is one of the pillars 

of which they operate. They want to preserve their identity which is threatened by 
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immigration as one example. And for the reason why it would be a suitable candidate to 

replace religious is after all that religion is a major part of one’s identity. This would widen 

the ideal type, which is up for discussion whether there is of use or not. As we once more 

returns to a discussion alike to how the question of how wide the concept of terrorism 

considered people and organizations which it perhaps should not (see page 5 of this thesis, 

“collateral damage” with terrorism definition). 

 

The Structure and Methods still eludes in regards how to best tackle some manner of change 

of which could be useful in order to best deal with a new trend of terrorism. But in general, 

one should perhaps look into the internet's impact on terrorist organizations. As for the NRM, 

they keep a strong hierarchical structure, but as to keep with the time they have become more 

adapted and thus makes use of the internet and grows more transnational in the process. A 

similar thing could be done on the case of Method. The overarching thing one can see is that 

newer terrorism seems to focus upon civilians in one way shape or form. Be this through 

intimidation or mass-casualty attacks perhaps that should be considered in order to form a 

better ideal type. 

 

So in general, the ideal types of New Terrorism may need to be revisited in order to get a 

more accurate depiction of what we see in recent terrorism trends. If we hope to find some 

manner of ideal type to try and look ahead into the future it may very well be necessary. The 

New Terrorism as we have now may be ill equipped to do just that for the time being. It 

needs to be revisited to get with the times. It has a strong foundation of which to stand on, but 

may be a bit too narrow to fully help researchers look ahead, and anticipate terrorism and 

how it will be conducted. We will most likely not see the end of religious terrorism yet, but 

we are sure to see something else than only a religiously inspired one. So as a suggestion for 

future research this thesis would encourage a theory developing study to revisit the case of 

New Terrorism more than a decade after its release by Neumann. This to see if we can form a  

more well equipped theory to understand the new trends within the realm of terrorism, as well 

as to give some more value to the concept known as Newer Terrorism. 
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